
Abstract 

 The marriage represents the only legal bond between a man and a woman which 

is in the context of Judeo-Christian culture in a unique position. Now there is seen 

topicality of the theme, which confirms recent adoption of Act no. 89/2012 Coll., Civil 

Code, which despite a number of changes follows closely the legislation of family law. 

 Despite of continuity typical for the family law, marriage itself is not immutable 

institute and it is constantly evolving so it fully immediate needs of the society. 

 The summary of social values and their changes consistently reflects and shapes 

its current form; the marriage changed – that`s primary intent of this work. 

 For the reason of the clarity is work divided into two main sections which are 

supplemented by a short explanation of the future trends in marriage in the Czech 

Republic. 

 The subject of the first part is historical evolution of marriage, its beginning in 

ancient civilizations to the medieval conception strongly determined by the influence of 

Christianity over the rules contained in the ABGB to the modern conception. 

 Internal organizational structure of each part of the first chapter is designed to be 

showed the broader ideological, economic, political and social background leading to the 

adoption of a specific law of marriage. Partial introductions are consistently followed by 

the issue of differentiated the origin of marriage, the rights and obligations of spouses and 

its termination. 

 The second part of the thesis has been adapted in the same way and it is focused 

on the present form of marriage. In its first chapter was examined the engagement before 

marriage process, wedding ceremony including its form and origin of marriage as well as 

the marital competence and legal obstacles to marriage. Attention was also paid to the 

issues of appearance and nullity of marriage. 

 The second chapter is focused on recent legalization, where are gradual analysing 

of the rights and responsibilities of spouses personal and mixed character which despite 

of its legalization are standards rather moral and often mandatory rights and obligations 



of property, the Institute of marital property mainly, its general concepts, possible 

schemes own administration, settlement and protection of third parties. 

 The third chapter discusses the issue of dissolution of marriage by death, 

declaration of husband’s death and the sex change of one spouse the newly revised law, 

but the biggest part is dedicated to the most frequent way of dissolution of marriage – the 

divorce. 

 The last section is the summary of clearly apparent discourse that accompanying 

marriage across centuries at Western states – equalization of spouses. Not only spouses 

of men and women, but also people from different social backgrounds, different skin 

colour or different religions. 

  The end of thesis was partly mentioned de lege ferenda  breaking  another dogma, 

the marriage of the same sex. It concludes that while remaining in the current trend of 

political hypercorrection, education and general liberalization of society's perception of 

homosexuality it appears to preserve marriage in the Czech Republic as the only 

heterosexual union of two persons most likely be in the future unsustainable. 

 

 

      

 

 


